
Recap subtraction exchanging 10 from last 
week. 



Walt:Find and make number bonds 
to 100

Review lesson



Vocabulary

Add

Bonds

100

+

=



Which of these represent a bond to 6?

Do any of these represent a bond to 13?

Starter



Which of these represent a bond to 10?



Which of these represent a bond to 10?



Discover



Make these numbers  with your base 10

35       47       79

What do you need to add to each number to total 100? 

Discover

I will need _____ to total 100



Dora, Whitney and Teddy are trying to work 
out the missing number.

39 + 61 = 100
I don’t have 

any Base 10 to 
help me!

I know that 39 + 1 
is equal to 40

I know that 40 + 60 
is equal to 100

So 39 + 1 + 60 
must be equal 

to 100

The missing 
number must 

be 61

The missing 
number must be 61

The missing number 
must be 61

Think 
Together



Work out the missing numbers.

1) 31 + 69 = 100

2) 58 + 42 = 100

3) 100 = 92 + 8

4) 50 + 50 = 100

5) 1 + 99 = 100

Have a think

Discover



Challenge



Challenge



Walt: Add three 1 digit 

numbers



Vocabulary

Add 

Equals

=

Altogether

number bonds

total



1) 
5 + 6 = 5+ 5+ 1 =

5 + 7 =

2)
6 + 6 = 6 + 1 + 6 =

6 + 8 =

3) Add the doubles

9 + 9 = 8 + 8 =

Starter



Discover
What number did you 
choose to start with? 
Why?

Which way is 
the easiest 
and most 
efficient?



Share Who found the answer the same
way as Astrid? 



Share



Discover



Share



Think together
What strategies could you use to answer 
the question?



Think together



23

Always, Sometimes, Never

odd + odd + odd = odd

Use one-digit numbers to test if this is true e.g.

3 + 5 + 7

Challenge



Walt: Solve word problems 



Starter



Vocabulary

Bar model

=    +    -

Altogether

Left

Part

whole

total



Discover

What  key words can 
we see to helps us 
know if its 
subtraction or 
addition?



Share



Discover



Share

What is the same and different about the representations we have seen?



Think together



Think together
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Write a question to fit the bar model

Challenge

68

45 23



Walt: Solve word problems using the 
bar model



Vocabulary

bar model

=   

+   

-

altogether

more than

added



?9

Dexter

Whitney

3

3 + 3 + 3 = 9

They have ___ apples altogether.9

3 3

Dexter has 3 apples.
Whitney has twice as many apples as Dexter.
How many apples do they have altogether?

Starter



Discover

There are _________   marbles in the red and blue pots altogether.

What do you think you 
need to do to find the 
solution?

How could you 
represent 
difference using 
bar models?



Share



Discover



Share



Think together

Where is the value  you 
need to calculate shown on 
the bar model?



Think together



Challenge


